BTB Security’s Rapid Advanced Detection And
Response (RADAR), is a modern approach to
threat detection and response. Pushing past MDR
to XDR, RADAR offers multi-signal cloud-delivered
services to transform your defense from reactive
to proactive.

THE RADAR DIFFERENCE

VISIBILITY

DETECTION

RESPONSE

Multi-signal ingestion, layered
visibility into activity, focused
correlation, zero trust

Analytics and automation,
multi-source intelligence, elite
Threat Hunters

Business-focused operational
analysis, remote containment
focused intelligent response

RADAR provides an adaptable advantage in a
cloud native platform. Purpose built by hackers, our
threat operations team hunts and contains attacks
that traditional defenses miss.
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RESULTS
■ No BS (Blind spots)™ approach – complete
visibility and multi-signal ingestion
■ Contextual advanced analysis and automation to
triage anomalies, find stealthy and sophisticated
threats, and suppress false positives
■ Prevents cyberattacks and strengthens overall
security processes
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■ Focuses on strategic security and business initiatives
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MEET RADAR

BTB: STRUCTURED FOR YOUR
SECURITY NEEDS

THE BTB
DIFFERENCE
■ We’re the only pragmatic
security company in the market.
All delivery, no hype.
■ We embrace, rather than ignore,

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

RADAR

Incident response, penetration
testing, vulnerability assessment,
governance, compliance,
CISO Advisory and
other consulting
services

Advanced detection and
automated response
platform

RIOT LABS

existing investments, practices,

Reverse engineering,
offensive tactics lab
and industry
intelligence

and data—extracting and building
upon valuable insights.
■ We have a vendor-agnostic
approach, and we’re not here
to sell you products or software
that you don’t need.
■ Honesty in delivery – it may not
be what you want to hear, but it’s
what you need to hear.
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We have a singular focus:
Cybersecurity

Satisfied clients

97%

Customer retention
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For more on how RADAR can improve
your security posture and maximize
existing security investments, visit us
at www.btbsecurity.com.

